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I offer the video linked at the end with some “reservations” of sorts. The first is that I wish there were ‘sources’
given for some of the assertions and ‘accusations, although due to his education, experience and background, the
speaker is an authority in his own right. Anyway, it should go a long way toward fathoming “CronyVirus” nonsense.
Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai (inventor of email) is an MIT PhD with 4 degrees, one in Biological Engineering, who studies
the immune system nearly every day. I checked him out at the MIT website. He’s the real deal. Here’s his website:
https://vashiva.com/
He says Fauci is a long-term criminal across many presidents, who “…should be indicted, and should be fired and
all sorts of charges should be leveled at him…”
This corroborates a view I’ve long held that HIV/AIDS, in which Fauci was involved, is also a gigantic scam. This is
also well supported in a brilliant work of research — the book Fear of the Invisible, by Janine Roberts, which
exposes HIV ‘discoverer’ Robert Gallo for the fraud he was. And even takes virology and vaccinology to task.
Ayyadurai also notes in qualified manner the criminal operations called medical education and practice, using fake
science under the influence of Pharma and the crime ring of ‘official’ health organizations, among whose company
is China’s ‘CDC’ counterpart. Ayyadurai mentions it was funded a few years ago with $14 million from the NIH —
our tax money, in other words (between 5&6 minutes in). Not sure if the following is part of it, but it does make the
point https://www.fic.nih.gov/Grants/Search/Pages/hiv-research-training-D43TW009586.aspx
Another note. At around 16 minutes, Ayyadurai talks about “cooking the books” on COVID stats, between
diagnostic “codes” used by the WHO and the AMA. But a review of CDC reporting procedure, if followed, would
seem to negate bias to a significant extent: COVID-19 Death Certificates.
He calls the immune system (of which there is no such discreet anatomical system in the body) “your operating
system,” and suggests that the larger enslaving control-system plan of which COVID is a major driver, is to use
vaccines to keep the operating system off kilter (not to mention, make $billions).
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For Ayyadurai , immune function is paramount. But I suggest there’s something ‘prior’ to that, which some brilliant
18th century bioscientists talked about: Terrain, or the general status of one’s inner ecology (‘a dirty or clean
condition’), which sane living habits generally help to maintain (recall Hippocrates). In that sense, immune function
becomes an elegant janitorial and recycling service.
Anyone interested in an overview of how immune function exists and works — according to anatomy/physiology
texts — which information ipso facto strongly suggests that ‘VAX’ is nonsense — please see OK, Let’s Talk
Immunity.
In the context of vaccines and the chronically ill, he mentions reactive oxygen species — inflammation — but
doesn’t mention another, major, constant source: The radiation used in wireless technology.
He also doesn’t mention another mechanism of total domination, potentially dwarfing the operating system
approach, namely via the ‘computer’ itself — your brain — as opposed to the operating system it’s partnered with.
That’s where advanced technology comes in, which I suggest ‘trumps’ all else.
Many aspects of tech-control have been published, but within them not enough emphasis on its very foundation:
Wireless tech — except, of course, when it comes to “5G” fear, which another set of witting and unwitting mongers
wants to sell. The whole truth is that it’s wireless per se. And much is misrepresented about “5G.” What Do YOU
Mean When You Say “5G”?
For an introduction to the techno-aspect of control, please the section The Real Reason for the Wireless
“Season”? in Wireless Technology: Ultra Convenient. Endlessly Entertaining. Criminally Instigated. Terminally
Pathological.
The “Deep State” is mentioned in title searches for this Ayyadurai video. DS is an area of potential
misunderstanding about who’s setting policy/running the show. The DS follows policy, as the local or downline
executor (compare it to “contracts” put out by Mafia bosses for “triggermen”). Interviewer Franchi mentions “shadow
government.” That’s a provision for government to continue in the event of a major catastrophe hitting DC.
So another niggle, based on other videos of Ayyadurai’s I’ve seen, is that his Deep-State view of the world and the
players he identifies as planners (e.g., Zuckerberg, Fauci, Clintons) misses the global power structure that
infiltrates governments (creates the Deep States) and uses nations as pieces in “The Grand Chessboard.”
That is, the ancient power structure according to whose ‘contracts’ the noted Elite handmaidens, which also include
Wall Street, banks, the corporate monolith and many NGO’s, operate. Including China? Could there be East and
West Elite factions playing chess? The good Dr. Shiva might well digest a book or two by David Icke and Antony
Sutton. Hope to offer more on this in future.
John Lennon had something to say about these policy makers:
Our society is run by insane people for insane objectives. I think we’re being run by maniacs for maniacal ends and
I think I’m liable to be put away as insane for expressing that. That’s what’s insane about it. — John Lennon
Note: “Society”, not just government. Every key venue is infiltrated.
‘CronyVirus’ fear mongering will go down in history as one of the biggest frauds to manipulate economies,
suppress dissent, and push mandated medicine.
https://safeyoutube.net/w/ewy5
I’m not a social media maven, but after checking this out, if anyone wants to start a nationwide #BustTheLockdown,
PLEASE (rest of this sentence was missing).

